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UPDATE  

Final Ceremony is tonight at 6:00-8:00pm! Please come. Since the last report 

Nominations for second term finished, Evaluations were conducted, and evaluations for 

faculty nominated awards were conducted. Winners will be announced at the ceremony 

tonight. 

 

SERVICE USAGE  

Term two had just under 400 nominations from students. It also saw the most faculty 

based awards for several years. There were 8 nominees for faculty based awards.  

 

PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

 

Second term Nominations occurred over a three week period. While slightly less popular 

than last year’s campaign I’m still proud of student engagement this year. We tried 

booking tables outside of just MUSC and this had a targeted effect for some faculties like 

Nursing. Continuing this in future years is reccommended 

 

BUDGET  

 
In addition, just under 1000 dollars has been spent on the final ceremony. 

 

. 
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CURRENT CHALLENGES  

 

These are the same challenges as last report but are here because they are still relevant: 

 

Volunteer retention as in previous year’s volunteer retention is a large challenge with 

TAC. It is difficult to ensure volunteers are equitably signing up for shifts and the work is 

not falling to the executive team and 2-3 extraordinary volunteers. When transitioning the 

new PTM, they, myself, the VP admin and the admin assistant will be having discussions 

moving forward about how to ensure volunteers feel recognized and valued on TAC, 

while feeling a responsibility to support the service. UPDATE: the tac operating policy 

will be changed over the summer to remove MSU committee membership and instead 

move to non-intensive hiring for volunteers. 

 

Looking further ahead the VP Education, the Advocacy Coordinator, and myself will be 

starting discussions that will continue into next year about possible directions for TAC 

and ways to update the service framework to better meet the needs of current students. 

UPDATE: To my knowledge all VP education candidates are running on TAC 

expansion, I look forward to working with Rohoma the incoming coordinator and the 

incoming VP Ed on implementing these changes. 

 

There have also been serval printing delays (broken printers, low staff, high 

demand) with the Underground that have changed promotions timelines frequently. 

UPDATE: I’ve asked Ryan MacDonald to do all ceremony promotional design work, 

which isn’t fair to him but he’s the sweetest pea so he did it all.  

 

 

SUCCESSES  

 

Despite the above challenges, the executive members of TAC are becoming more 

comfortable with their portfolios and are excelling within their roles. I am excited to see 

the initiative that both of these exec are taking.  

 


